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Case: Letter informing the complainant of the Competition and State Aid
Directorate's preliminary view and intention to close the case

I Introduction
Reference is made to your complaint dated 27 Jlur;re 2013, which arrived at the EFTA
Surveillance Authority ("the Authority'') on 9 September 2013 (Event No 686344) and
your further comments dated 8 April 2014 (Event No 705624).

2 Preliminary view - lack of an effect on trade
In order to constitute state aid within the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreernent,
the measure, in this case the sale of public property allegedly below market price must be
liable to distort competition and affect trade between the Contracting Parties to the EEA
Agreement.' For the sake of good order it is mentioned that it is not considered doubtful
that the aid derives from state resources, that it is selective or that the recipient are

considered to perform economic activity within the meaning of state aid.

However, in establishing a distortion of competition or an effect on trade in state aid, it
must be shown that the aid is liable to affect trade between Contracting Parties and distort
competition.z lt is generally accepted that a public subsidy granted to an undertaking,
which provides only local or regional services and does not provide any services outside
its state of origin, may nonetheless have an effect on trade between Contracting Parties.

This is the case where undertakings from another Contracting Party might provide such

services (also through the right of establishment) and this possibility is not merely
hypothetical. Accordingly, the Competition and State Aid Directorate ("CSA") recognize
that the fact that aid is granted in respect of purely local activities, especially in sectors

such as transport, does not in itself preclude the possibility of an effect on trade between
Contracting Parties.3

However, the European Commission has in several cases considered, due to their specific
circumstances, that certain activities had a purely local impact and consequently did not

I 
Case C-37 2/97 haly v Commis s ion 120041 ECR I-3 679, paragraph 44.

'Case T-2lll15 Italy v Commission [2009] ECR II-2777, paragraphs 157 to 160, case C-730179 Philip
Morris Holland BV v Commission [1980] ECP.2671, paragraphs 11-12 and joined Cases E-5104,8-6104,8-
7104 Fesil ASA and Finnfiord SmelteverkAS v EFTA Surveillance Authority [2005] EFTA Ct. Rep.|l7,
paragraph 94. See also Case C-222104 Cassa di Risparmio di Firenze and Others [2006] ECR I-289,
paragraph 140 and the case-law cited therein.
3 

See Case C-280/00 Altmark t20031 ECP.I-7747, paragraph77 .
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affect trade between its Member States. Some examples are; museums or other cultural
infrastructure that was found unlikely to attract visitors from other Member States, and
conference centre, where the location and the potential effect of the aid on prices is
unlikely to divert users from other centres in other Member States.a

With regards to the case at hand, the sold property is according to the municipality zoning
plan reserved for public purposes of local character. Furthermore, according to the
information provided the beneficiary currently runs a college with outdoor activities in the
Sirdal area intended for approximately 60 students yearly. Thus, this activity is in CSA's
view of a local character and has a geographically limited attraction zone. In any case the
effect, if any, is at most a marginal effect on the markets and on consumers in the states of
the neighbouring Contracting Parties.5

From the above, and with regard to the lack of a potential effect on trade, CSA does not
see sufficient grounds to continue the investigation at this stage. According to the
information available it, CSA does not consider that the measure addressed in your
complaint involves state aid within the meaning of Article 6l(1) of the EEA Agreement.

3 Preliminary view - de minimis threshold and market value
For the sake of good order CSA clarifies that it does not agree with the view represented
by the Norwegian authorities6 that the threshold of a de minimis aid is to be understood as

EUR 200 000 over any period of three fiscal year - meaning that aid exceeding a threshold
one year may be divided by three to achieve an individual sum below that amount over the
three year period. In fact, the de minimis aid is to be interpreted as breached when, either
one grant above the threshold is granted in any of the three years, or the total sum of
several smaller grants over a period of three years exceeds the threshold.

However, CSA is at this stage not convinced that the property does have a market value
above the de minimis threshold. In this regard CSA observes that the first bid offered by
the complainant was less than 1/3 of the estimated market value of the property (NOK 0.5
million of NOK 1.85 million). Thus CSA questions the correctness of the estimated
market price at NOK 1.85 million. CSA also questions whether that the final sales price
(which should reflect the market price) would have been close to the initial price estimate
if the two bidders had been glven an open bidding round, when the complainant's first bid
was so low.

4 Rights before national court
In light of the above, we remind you of our Guidelines on Enforcement of State Aid Law
bv National Courts which give an account of the option to request national courts to
enforce remedies in the event of a breach of the state aid rules.

o 
See, for instance, the Commission decisions in State aid cases N 630/2003 Local Museums Sardinia, OJ C

275,8.11.2005, p.3 and 5A.34466 Cyprus - Centerfor Visual Arts and Research. OJ C 1,4.1.2013, p. l0
and the Commission's decision in State aid case N 486/2002 Sweden - Congress hall in Visby, OI C 75,
27.03.2003,p.2.
5 See the draft Commission Notice

:tition/consultations/20 I 4
on the notion of State aid, available at

See issue 3.3 page 7 of the letter from Sirdal municipality dated 19 March 2014 (Event No 703299).



5 Intended closure ofcase
For the sake of good_ order, you are also informed that CSA has given this case a low
investigation priority,' mainly due to the limited scope of the alleged infringement and the
small size of the beneficiary.* In that regard reference is made to the Authority's
Guidelines on best practise for the conduct of state aid control procedure.

Based on the current information available to it CSA's preliminary view is that the case
lacks a potential effect on trade and pending any additional comments you might wish to
make within one month from the date of this letter, at the latest before the 19 June 2014.

If further comments are not provided within the prescribed period, the complaint will be
deemed to be withdrawn and the case will be closed without any further notice.

Yours faithfully,

?M
Directol I I
Competltio n {ndstate Aid Directorate

7 CaseT-475104 Bouygues SA v Commission (2007) ECR II-2097, paragraphs 158 and 159.
8 Case C-l 19197 Ufex and Others v Commission (1999) ECR I-1341, paragraph 88.


